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fournal o.f the Russian Clumical and Physical Society, vol. 
xxvi. parts 2 to 8.-Among many valuable papers in-erted 
in these issues, the following are especially worthy of 
notice :-On the speed of formation of the amines, by N. 
Menschutkin.-On the nitration of saturated. hydrocarbons 
by means of nitric acid, hy M. Konovaloff.-On the solubility 
of anhydrous calcium sulphate, by A. Potilitsinc.-1 ln the 
isomerisation of aromatic hydrocarbons obtained by Fridel's 
method, by M. Konovaloff.-On the structure of terpenes and 
similar compounds, by G. Wagner.-On the nitration of un
saturated hydrocarbons, by means of nitric acid, by M. 
Konovaloff.-On the halogen compounds of nitrogen, by Th. 
Selivanoff.-ln the physical part: On the electric resistance 
of bis•nuth to alternati•·g currents, hy A Sadovsky.-On the 
variatinn of electrostatic energy, by M. Schiller.-On the 
variation in length of iron wire during magnetisation, by M. 
Rosing.-Experiments with alternating currents of high fre
quenc·, by N. Slouginoff. 

Part 2 of the Journal contains also, as a supplement, the 
first number of the Memoirs ( Vremmn£k) of the Central Board 
of Measures and Weights, which was instituted in I893, and is 
placed under Prof. Mendeleeff, who is also the editor of this 
publication. In this first part •nd besi es a preface by the 
editor, several papers of more than local interest, namely :-The 
measurements made to compare the iron sa;ene of the "Com
mittee of the year I833" with various units of length, ac
complished in 1884, by l\IM. Glukhoff and Zawadski. The 
comparison was also made with the bronze and iron yards of 
Airy.-On the weight of a litre of air, a very elabarate paper 
hy Prof. Mendeleeff, in which some remarks concern•ng the 
measurements of Leduc and Lord Rayleigh , and the corrections 
which should be introduced into their measurements, areespecially 
valuahle. The average value arri\•ecl at by Prof. llfendeleeff 
is, in grams, 

eo = O'I31844g ± O'OOOIO. 

-First list of the standard measures nf weight and length at 
the Central Board, by Th. Zawadski.-Data f >r the elaboration 
of an instruction for verifying the weights and measures in the 
trade estabhshments.-Prelimina'Y researches into new scales 
for grain, as a means of determining the quality of the latter, 
by Th. Selivanoff. 

------·-- -·-····---· ------

SOCIE11ES AND ACADEMIES. 

LONDON 

Royal Society, February 7.-" On the Application of the 
Kinetic Theory to Dense Ga>es." By S. H. Burbury, F.R.S. 

February I4 -"An Insttument for Cutting, Grinding, and 
Polishing Section-plates and Prisms of Mineral or other Crystals 
accurately in the desired direction." By A. E. Tutton, De
monstrator of Chemistry at the Royal College of Science, 
South Kensington. 

In a recent communication (Phil. T ram. I894. Series A. 
p. 887) the author described an instrument for grinding accu
rately orienta•ed section-plates and prisms of crystals of arti
ficial preparations. The success of that instrument is so com
plete that another instrument has deen devised and constructed, 
which enables equally accurately orientated plates or prisms to be 
prepared from the relatively harder crystals of natural minerals. 
The instrument is not intended to replace the one previously 
described, which is fully adapted for all the purposes of 
chemical crystallographers, and the cost of which is only two
thirds that of the one now described. It is intended especially 
for the use of mineralogists, but, naturally, will serve all the 
purpnses of the smaller instrument. It is constructed upon a 
scale one-fifth larger than the former one as regards such parts 
as are fundamentally similar, to confer greater strength. The 
mode of supporting the outer fi <ed cone "ithin which the 
mova' •le axes rotate, the construction of the circle and its axis 
and fine adjustment, and of the gun-metal axis and its counter
poising levers designed for controlling the pressure between 
crystal and lap, as als'J of the inper steel axis from which are 
suspended the crystal and its centering and adjusting move· 
ments, are similar in principle to the corresponding arrange· 
ments in the smaller instrument, although many details are 
altered for the sake of greater rigidity. The same likewise 
applies to the goniometrical telescope and collimator and their 
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mode of support. The main innovations are those of a cutting 
apparatus, anrl a larger grinding tat.le capahle of being readily 
furnished \>ith any one of nine interchangeable grinding and 
polishing laps, 'uitahle for use "it h of every degree of 
hardness. Four n etallic laps are provided, of iron, gun-metal, 
hard white metal, and pewter respechv· ly, the first for rough 
gd,.ding with coane emery and brick oil or water, the second 
and th rd for fine grinding with flour emery, and the fourth for 
polishing with rottenstone and water. A polishing lap of hard 
felt, for use with putty powder and water, and a lap of box
wood, are supplied. Three glas< laps, one coarsely ground, 
another finely ground, ancl the third of ordinary polished plate 
glass, are likewise provided for use with artificial crystals. 
The cutting apparatus is carried upon a ho>izontal arm pivoted 
about the back pillar of the instrument, in order to permit of 
its removal out of the way during grinding and polishing 
operations, and further supporteri when in use upon an adjunct 
of the right front pillar. It consist; of a 4-inch disc of soft 
iron, supplied with diamond edge, and intended to be lubri
cated "ith brick oil, driven by an independ<nt driving gear 
carried upon the arm. The supporting attachment to the front 
pillar is removable "hen not required, and includes a travers
ing apparatus for directing and controlling the cutting, and a 
safety back-spring to prevent the po,sihtltty of unrlue pressure 
being inrluced hetween the cuning di · c and the crystal by 
injudtciously rapid rotation ot the traversing screw. Instead 
of actuatin'( the driving gear of the culling or grinding appa· 
ratus by hand, a small electric, gas, or water motor may be 
emplo)ed. 

"On the Ratio of the Specific Heats of some Compound 
Gases. " By Dr. J. W. Capstick, Fellow of Trinity College, 
Cambridge. 

The experiments described are a continuation of those 
of which an account is given in the Phil. T1'ans. vol. clxxxv. 
p. r, Kundt's dust-figure method being used, and the ratio of 
the specific heats correctPd for deviation of the gas from Boyle's 
Jaw. The results are as follows :-

Name. 

Methylene chloride ..... . 
Chloroform ............. .. 
Carbon tetrachloride ... 
E•hyl<ne chloride .... .. 
Ethylideue chloride .... .. 
Ethylene ................ .. 
Vinyl bromide ..... ... . .. . 
Allyl chloride .......... .. 
Allyl bromide .......... .. 
Ethyl formate ........... . 
Methyl acetate .......... .. 
Sulphuretted hydrogen 
Carbon dioxide ....... .. 
Carbon disulphide ..... . 
Silicon tetrachloride .. . 

Formula. 'l' 

1'219 
I'I54 
I'I30 
I'l37 
J 'I34 
1'264 
I'I98 
I 'IJ7 
I '145 
I '124 
1'137 
I'340 
I '308 
1'239 
I 'I29 

From these, and :the results given in the former paper, it 
follows that 

(I) Replacement of one halogen by another in a compound 
has no effect on 'Y· 

(2) One H in a paraffin molecule may in some cases (e.g. 
ethane and propane) be replaced by Cl without altering 
-y, but a second replacement always causes a fall. 

(3) Carbon and silicon can be interchanged without effect on y. 
(4) Isomeric compounds have the same 'Y· 
(5) Using 'Y to calculate .B,the ratio of the rates of increase of in

tramolecular and translational energy of the molecule on 

a rise of temperature, we find _.8_ -:f::_I is constant for the 
n 

paraffms and their monohalogen derivatives, whence it 
follows that for these the ratio of the increase of mean 
total energy to the increase of kinetic energy of trans
lation of the molecule is proportional to the number of 
atoms in the molecule. 

'·On some Considerations showing that Maxwell's Theorem 
of the Equal Partition of Energy among the Degrees of 
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Freedom of Atoms is not incon,istent with the various In
ternal Movements exhibited by the Spectra of Gases.'' By 
Prof. G. F. Fitzgerald, F.R.S. 

It has been generally held that a sufficient freedom of internal 
motion in an atom to explain the spectra of gases proved that 
the theorem as to equal partition of energy among all degrees 
of freedom could not hold, and various sugg•stions have been 
made as to "hy the as given by Moxwell, Boltzmann, 
and others, faih in this case. Prof Schuster has that 
the numerous lines need not involve the same number of 
degrees of freedom, as it is possible that there may be con
nections between them such that one or two coordinate> would 
define a motion which when an•lysed into its Fouri<r .com
ponents, as is d·•ne by a grating or prism,_ would produce a 
very complex system of lines. H •wever, even one degree of 
internal fteedom would interfere very seriously with the observed 
value of the ratio of specific heats, and the object of this note 
is to explain how this difficulty may be surmounted without 
wpposing that the the01em as to •qual parti•ion of energy is 
untrue, f.,r it is not by any means disproved because a certain 
form of proof fails in certa1n ca<es. 

It has long held that the motion of the electrons on 
neighbouring atoms is very much controlled by the ether 
between them. The wave-length of hght is genetally many 
times as great as the molecular distances, so that the ether is a 
practically rigid connector between neighhouring electrons. 
Suppa e now, as a particular example, that 106 atom' are in this 
sense, and so far a' the motion of electrons is c"nc<rnen, within 
one another's control. In this case the motion of these 106 

electrons might be defined hy means of, say, three 
Hence, if the atoms W< re spheres, there would be 3 x 106 degrees 
of freedom plus these three degrees defiuing the mouons of all the 
electrons. Now, if the total energy be equally disttihuted 
among all these degrees of freedom, each atom will only have 
its share of the electromotions, and its energy of external 
motion will only be diminished hy 3 x I0-6th part owing to the 
existence of the internal motion of its electron>. I need hardly 
say that our methods of calorimetry are by no means sufficiently 
delicate to detect anything of this kin· I. There might be a 
thousand such internal degrees of freedom, and yet the ratio of 
spectfic heats would agree with observation. 

The1 e is some analngy b etween thi' suggestion and the case 
of a sphere moving in a liquid. The presence of the liquid, 
although apparently endowed with an infimte num'>er of deg•ees 
of freed om, does not really increa'e the degrees of freedom at 
all, because its motion is entirely defined by the motion of the 
sphere. In a_snmewhat similar manner, I would that 
the presence of the million electrons does not sensibly increa•e 
the degrees of freedo•u of motion of the wtllion atoms, as all 
their motions may be defined in terms of the motion of a few 
of them. That the ether wou!d so control the motions of 
electrons seems almost certain from what we know of the 
rapidity with which electromagnettc actions are transmitted by 
it, showing h•>w completely it behaves in respect of them as a 
system of rigid C·•nnections. 

"Note on the Disease of Cabhages and allied Pla!'lts 
known as ' Finger and Toe,' &c.'' By George Massee, Royal 
Gar<iens, Kew. 

The disease known in different parts of Britain as "finger 
and toe ," "cluhhing," or "anhury," attacks tu• n1p<>, rape, 
cabbages of all varitties, radishes, ano, in fact, most cultivated 
plants bt!onging to the order Cructjera. Several common 
weeds are also attacked, namelv, chartock ( Bt·arsica stna
pistrum, Roi•s.); l.(arltc.mustard (Sisymbrium a!liuri z, Scop.) ; 
treacle-mustard (Err,simum theiranthoides, Linn.), and shep
herd's put se (Caps ella bursa pastvris, D. C ). The last-named 
is reported fro1u the United States by Halsted (New Jersey 
Agric. Coil. Expt. St"tion ; Bulletin 98, 1893), and has not 
been observed to be disea>ed tn Bntain, although one of our 
commonest weeds. ·1 he disease is charactensed by the forma
tion of numerous n«dules on the mot, which becomes much 
distorted and soon decay,, forming a slimy, fcetid mass. 

Berkele} (Card. Chron., p. soo, 1856) appears to have heen 
the first to inves11gate 1 he di><ase from a scienttfic standpoint, 
and although he dt<i not succeed in determining the true •·ame, 
distiQctly states that microscOf•ic examination revealed the 
presence of a factor previously unknown in connecllon with 
plant disea8es. Furthermore, Betkdey pointed out that wood 
ashes wtre a cure for the disease, and supposed this to be due 
to the presence of potash salts in the ash. 
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Owing to the serious amount of damage cau>ed by "finger 
and toe" to the cabbage crop in Russia, the Government of 
that country offered are" ard tor the di•coverv of the cause of 
the disease. \Varon in(" Pringsheim's Jahrb,'' val. xi. p. 548, 
tabs. xxix.- xxxiv., 1878) undettook the investigation, and alter 
years of patient study published an elaborate account, proving 
clearly that the disease was caused by a minute organi•m re
lated to the fungi, to which he gave the name P lasmodiophora 
brassiar. 

In 1859, Voelcker (Roy. Agric. Soc. :Jom ·n., val. xx. p. ro1, 
1859) pointed out that the disease was influenced by the 
am· •unt of lime present in the soil. Wht re little or no lime 
existed, as in light and sandy soils, the disease ahounded , 
whereas in soil containing lime the disea se was a-bsent. This 
opinion is corroborated by the same author at a later date 
(Op. cit., series iii. val. v. p. 321, 1894). 

A series of experiments have been carried out during four 
successive years at Kew, and they demonstrate the· following 
points:-

( 1) That in addition to cultivated plants, several common 
weeds belonging to the order Crucifen:e are attacked by the 
Plasmodiophora. Hence the necessity for preventing the 
growth of such weeds in fields and hedge. banks. 

(2) That the germs of disease are present in soil that has 
produced a diseased crop, and retain their vitality for ut least 
two years. 

(3) That the development.of Plasmodiophora is favoured by 
the presence of acids, and checked by the presence of al 
agreeing in this respect with the fungi rather than with 
bacteria. 

(4) For the purpose of infected soil, experiments 
prove that either a dressing of lime or a manure containiug 
potash salts is effectivt', the last bei"g mnst valuable, as it not 
only destroys the germs in the soil but also arrests the d1sease 
in serdling plants, and at the same time supplies one of the 
ingredients necessary for the healthy grr>wth of turnips. 

February 21.-" Iron and Steel at Welding Temperatures." 
By T. Wrights-•n. 

The object of this paper was to demonstrate that the pheno
menon of welding in iron is identical wilh that of regelation 
in ice. 

The author recapitulated experiments made by him in 1879-
So, descdhed in the Proceedings of the Iron and Steel Instuute 
for those years. These experiments were upon cast iron, 
and provtd that this form of iron possessed the proper1y of 
expanding while passing from the liquirl to the plastic state 
during a small ranl!e of temperature, and then con•racted to the 
solid >tate, and tha• the expansion amounted to about 6 per 
cent. in volume. This property of iron resembles the -irnilar 
property of water in freezing, which, within a range of about 
4° C., expands about 9 per cent. of its liquid volume, and then 
contracts as the cooling proceeds. 

This property of wa•er was investigated by Prof. James 
Thomson and hy Lord Kelvin. The former showed tha• from 
theoretic•! consir!tration< thet·e was reason to expect that in the 
case of a bony exhibiting the anomalous property of expnnding 
"hen <ooled and contracting when beaten, it shoulrl he cooled 
instead of heated by pressure or impact. Lor<i Kdvin in
vestigated the problem experimentally as affecting freezing 
water, and completely demonstrated the truth of his brother's 
reasoning. 

The experiments made by the author in 1879 and r88o 
suggested the view that this property of ice was connec· ed "ith 
the prof erty of welrhng in irnn, hut •his was only hypo hetical, 
as the experiments had been made on cast iron, wh ich p ·ob•bly, 
on ace• unt of the presence of carbon, does not possess the 
property of welding. Further, it was not practicable to experi
ment with wrought iron in the same way as with cast iron on ac
count of the difficulty of dealing with that substance in its liquid 
form. Prof. Roherts-Auste" has, however, Rive" metallurgical 
research a recording pyrometer, ann this has enabler! the author 
to resume the investigation at the Mint. The method adopted 
was the heating of bars in an ekctric welder, and a< snon a< 
the junction of the bars was at a welding temperature, end 
pre->ure was applied by mechan ical power, anrllhe welo effected. 

Ohservat<ons show that a molecular lowering of temperature 
took place immerliately the pre.sure was appli, d to the bar 
whtn m welding condition. 

The fall in tempe•ature vnied from 57° C. to 19° C., accord
ing to the circumotances of temperature and pressure. 
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The experiments appears to prove that wrought iron at a 
welding temperature possesses the same property of cooling 
under pressure which was proved by Lord Kelvin to exist in 
freezing water, and on which demonstration the generally 
received theory of regelation depends. 

The author distinguishes the process of melting together of 
metals from that of welding. Either process forms a junction, 
but the latter takes place at a temperature considerably below 
the melting point. 

The well-known and useful property of welding in iron 
appears, therefore, to depend, as in the case of regelation in 
ice, upon this critical condition, which exists over a limited 
range of temperature between the molten and the plastic state. 

"Note on the Spectrum of Argon." By H. F. Newall. 
In the course of a spectroscopic investigation in which the 

author has been for some time past engaged, a line spectrum, 
which so far as he was able to make out was unknown, 
had frequently presented itself upon his photographs. It 
appeared in May an<l June, 1894, under condition' which led 
him . to call it, lor the sake of convenience, "the low-pressure 
spectrum." It now appears that the lines are argon line<. 

The argon ol which the spectrum was observed was obtained 
from air, from which nitrogen was eliminated by passing electric 
discharge through it in presence of hydrogen or moisture and 
acid. Seventy-two lines in the author's "low-pressure 
spectrum" had their wave-lengths given in the paper, and side 
by sirle were given the measurements of the wave-lengths 
determined by Mr. Crookes for the argon lines. 

The agreement of the measurements s bows conclusively that 
the same spectrum was observed. The agreement of grouping 
and intensity, also, leaves no doubt as to the identity of the two 
spectra. 

The experiments were repeated, with slight variations, several 
times with results which, so far as the spectrum of argon is 
concerned, were constant. But it was noted that C<>DI inned 
passage of the discharge appears to result in the attaining of a 
certain minimum pressure, after which there is slight and slow 
rise to a tolerably-fixed pressure. 

It is interesting to find argon asserting itself, unsolicited, in 
quite new circumstances, and under conditions which practically 
constitute one more mode of separating argon from nitrogen
namely, the getting rid of nitrogen by passing electnc dis
charge through it in the presence of hydrogen or moisture 
and acid. 

February 28.-" The Effect of Environment on the Develop
ment of Echinoderm Larvre: an Experimental Inquiry into 
the Causes of Variation." By H. M. Vernon (from the 
Zoological Station, Naples). 

conditions of environment under which an organism 
develops are known to be of considerable influence in the pro
duction of varianons. It was thought to be of interest to 
determine by exact measurement the "hich such slight 
change< in the environmental conrlitions as might occur 
naturally would produce in the growth of some organisms. The 
animal chosen was the larva or pluteus of the sea-urchin 
Strrngylocmtrotus lividus. These larvre develop readily from 
artificial fertilisattons, and they can, moreover, be otllamed at 
all times of the year, irrespective of season. In all ro,ooo 
larvre were measured. 

The effects ol temperature on development were first s•udied. 
It was found that if the ova were plactd in wa·er at about go or 
25° C. for an hour, or even for a minute, at the time of im
ptegoation, the larvre after ti,;ht days development 
were, on an average, 4 ·6 per cent. smaller than those impregnated 
at from I7° to 22°, though all the su: .sequent conditions of 
development were identical. It kept at the abnormal tempera
ture fur only ten seconds dunng impregnati .n, the resulting 
larvre were only I ·7 per cent. smaller. 

The time of the year when the artificial fertilisations are pre
parer! has a very marked influence on the size of the larvre. 
Thus, tho -e obtained in the mtddle of August are about 20 per 
cent. smdler than th·•Se nhtainerl in Aprtl, May, and October, 
whiH those olltaincd in June and July are mtermedtate in 
size. 

The salinity of the water has also a great influence on the 
development. 

The effects which the various colour> of the spectrum have 
upon the d•velopmem were also rletermlned, though these are 
not conrlition!'i of t:nvi•onment v..hich occur in The 
development of the Jarvre seems to be but little affected tf it is 
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carried out in absolute darkness, the size only being diminished 
by I ·3 per cent. Larvre grown in semi darkness are apparently 
2 ·s per cent. larger than the normal. 

The body-length of the larvre appears to be uninfluenced by 
the number of larvre developing together in a given volume of 
water, if it be kept below JO,ooo per litre. The arm-lengths 
are, on the other hand, constderably affected. 

Certain products of metabolism exert a favourable influence 
on the developments of the larvre, and not, as would be 
naturally expected, a harmful one. 

As the number of measurements made was so large, it was 
thought to be of interest to subject them to statistical examin
ation. It was found that with the body-length and oral arm
length measurements the deviations from the average occurred 
with a frequency indicated by the theoretical law of error. The 
measurements of the aboral arm-length did not agree so well, 
possibly owing to dimorphism. 

Physical Society, February 22.-Captain Abney, F.R.S., 
President, in the chair.-An abstract of Mr. G. H. Bryan's 
paper, on the mechanical analogue of thermal equilibrium 
between bodies in contact, was read by Mr. Elder. After com
menting on the dtfficulty in applying the kinetic theory of gases 
to the case of two in contact which do not mix, the 
author goes on to describe a system by which the phenomena 
of thermal equilibrium unaccompanied by diffusion can be ex
plained. The two substances are represented by two sets of 
molecules designated by P and Q. Two parallel planes A and 
B, at a small dis1ance apart, are imagined to divide space in 
three parts. Plane A (to the left of B) is supposed to be 
permeable to the P molecules, but to repel the Q molecules, 
whilst B is permeable to the Q set of molecules, and repels the 
P set. The spaces to the left of A and to the right of B are 
thus entirely occupied by the P and Q molecules respectively. 
Between the planes both P and Q molecules exist, and there
fore have opporJUnities of colliding with one another and 
transferring energy from one gas to the other. Using 
generalised coordinates, it is shown by Boltzmann's method 
that when equilibrium is attained the mean kinetic energies of 
translation of the two kinds of molecules are equal, just as in 
the case of molecules which mix. Instead of assuming the 
planes A and B to repel the Q and P molecules respectively, 
the P molecules may be assumed to be positively electrified, and 
the Q ones negatively electrified, whilst the planes A and B 
are maintained at a constant difference of potential. The 
difference of potential thus assumed is analogous to "contact 
E. M. F." whose existence is proved by experiment. The 
communication concludes with a development of Prof. Boltz· 
mann's paper on the application of the determinantal relation 
to the kinetic theory of polyatomic gases, read before the 
British Association at Oxford. Dr. Stoney thought the argu
ments were based on actions depending on the distances of the 
molecules, and the supposition that they were rigid. In his 
opinion events occur in nature which are not represented by 
this simple theory, and great reservation should be shown in 
accepting dynamical prublems which leave out of account 
actions occurring between matter and the ether. In nature 
nothing was large and nothing was small except relatively. 
Even molecules might possess infinite detail of structure. 
Their interaction with the ether must be considered in any 
complete theory.-Mr. G. U. Yule's paper on a new harmonic 
analyser, and one by Mr. H. N. Allen, on the electromagnetic 
fidd, were postponed. 

Chemical Society, February 21.-Dr. Armstrong, Presi
dent, in the chair.-The following papers were read:-The 
electromotive force of an iodine cell, by A. P. Laurie. The 
E. M. F. of a cdl consisting of a zinc and platinn•n plate im
mersed in iodine dissolved in potassium iodide solution is con
stant, but is the smaller as the iodine solution is the more 
clilute; the tffect of varying the constituents of the cell on the 
E. M. F. has heen investigated.-ContribUiions to the chemistry 
ol cellulose, by C. F. Cross, E. J. Bevan, and C. Beadle. The 
melting-pomts of rrlixtures, by H. Crompton and Mis< M. A. 
Whiteky. When a solution deposit• the pure solvent on cool-

ing, the relation log s = • T - 't holds ; s is the number 
I '98 T I 

of molecules of solvent per molecule of solution, p is the mole· 
cular latent heat of fusion of the solvent, and T and T1 the 
melring-poinrs of the solvent and the solution respectively.-The 
volumetdc determmation of manganese, by J. Reddrop and H. 
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Ramage. Schneider's process for the determination of man· 
ganese may be rendered much more accurate by substituting 
sodium bismuthate for bismuth peroxiile.-Bromocamphnric 
acid, an oxidation product of 1r-dibromocarnphor, by F. S. Kip
ping. A bromocamphoric acid is obtained by oxidising ?r-di
bromocamphor ; its anhydride has been prepared together with 
a new hydroxy-acid and a nitrobromocamphnr.-Note on the 
action of diastase on cold starch-paste, by H. T. Brown and G. 
H. Morris.-On the magnetic rotation of some unsaturated 
hydrocarbons, by \V. H. Perkin. The magnetic rotations of a 
number of unsaturated open-chain hydrocarbons have been 
determined; a comparison of hexane, hexylene, diallyl, and 
dipropargyl shows that the differences between the IaUer pair 
are of a different order to those of the former pair. 

Linnean Society, February 7.-Mr. C. B. Clarke, F.R.S., 
President, in the chair.-Mr. Thomas Christy exhihited a dried 
specimen of Aplopa(jus Llaretce and samples of the so-called 
Gum Kino, Pterocarpus criuaceus, of which some account was 
given by Mr. E. M. Holmes. Mr. George Murray exhibited a 
number of lantern slides of floating Al/{,c, of which he gave 
brief descriptions referring to the localities in which they had 
been found and the literature relating to them.-By permission 
of the Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, Mr. W . B. Hem
sley exhibited dried specimens of a number of new plants from 
Eastern Asia. Conspicuous amongst these was a new genus of 
Scitaminetl! from the mountains of Northern Siam, charac
terised by having minute unisexual flowers destitute of stamin
odia, a one-celled ovary with parietal placentation, and two 
filiform stylodia ; a remarkably broad-leaved Lysimackia from 
the same region ; new species of Hypericum, Ventilago, 
}lfesona, and /:felicia from Formosa ; and a new genus of C;w
tandrea. From a collection made in Yunan, Western China, 
by Mr. W. Hancock, of Hong Kong, came a new f asminu m, 
allied to f. nudiflormn, with primrose yellow flowers an inch 
and a half in diameter ; an elegant species of Petrocosmea 
(Cyrtandrere), and a showy Brandisia (Scrophularinere) with 
long racemes of crimson flowers, which were much admired.
Mr. Thomas Hanbury exhibited a beautiful collection of fresh 
fruits of the Aumntietl! grown in his own garden at La Mor
tola, Mentone, and gave an account of some of the more 
remarkable varieties, their mode of growth, and the conditions 
under which they had been grown.-A paper was then read by 
Mr. H. M. Bernard, on the comparative morphology of the 
Caleodidtl!. Having described a possible origin for the Crustacea 
from a chretopod annelid by an adaptation of the anterior seg· 
ments to a method of feeding, whereby the parapodia would 
function as jaws, the author attempted the same for the Arach
nida with a view to solve the question of their relationship with 
the Merostomata. The Caleodid,r were chosen for special study 
because, unlike other arachnids, they have retained some seg
ments of the cephalothorax as free movable segments, and 
hence might be expected to throw light on the subject. The 
author believed that he had solved the que>tion of the primitive 
specialisation of the arachnid phylum from th eir annelidan 
ancestors, and e;cpressed the opinion that as arthropods they 
are not related etther to the Cru•tacea (including Limulus) nor 
to the Hexapoda; but that all these are distinct derivations of 
the Annelida. In an interesting discus,ion which followed the 
paper was criticised at some length by Mr. A. D. Michael, Prof. 
Howes, and Mr. R. I. Pocock. 

Academy of Sciences, February 25.-M. Loewy in the 
thP. penetration of a projectile in semi-fluids and 

solids, by M. H. Resal.-On a class of equations of which the 
general integral is by M. Emile Picard.--On the 
measmement of time in astronomy by a method independent 
of personal equation, by M. G. Lippmann. The author em
ploys a photographic method. A platinum wire is rendered 
incande,cent for a very short time at the commencement of each 
secon_d by mechanical means .. The light from the wire is, hy 
the ai? of arrangements thrown on to a photographic 
pl:'-te m such a_ that the Image formed corresponds precisely 
with the mendtan of the place of observation. By suitable 
exposure a photograph is obtained of a portion of the heavens 
on the same plate. The time of transit of a given star can 
then be easily deducerl from the horary circles photographed as 
above. M. d' Abbadie remarked with reference to an alter na
ive micrometric method proposed by M. Lippmann, that Bre-
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guet had used a moving wire grating for measurement of the 
same quantities fifty years previously.-On the mutual relations 
of potential determinants, by M. de Jonquieres.-Ebullioscopic 
sturly of certain colouring matters from triphenylmethane, by 
MM. A. Haller and P. Th. Muller. The conclusion is drawn 
that, under the given experimental conditions, the hydro
chlorides of the colouring substances of the triphenyl
methane amido group are not dissociated, whereas the 
chlorides of ammonium ba•es and nitrosodimethylaniline 
hydrochloride are most cl early dissociated. Hence an 
argument may be drawn in favour of formulre of the 
type of ClC ; (C 6H 4 NH2h due to M. Rosenstiehl. 
-M. Sappey gave a short description of the "Atlas of De
scriptive Anatomy," presented by M. Laskowski.-The Academy 
elected M. "Weierstrass as foreign associate, the votes given 
being: M. Weierstrass 43, Prof. Frankland 1, Prof. Huxley I.
A closed communication from M. E. Carvallo, accepted May 2, 

1892, was opened. It gave the theory of the laws of crystalline 
absorption. For uniaxial crystals these are : ( 1) For the 
ordinary ray, the index of refraction and the coefficient of ab
sorption are constant, whatever may be the angle between the 
luminous ray and th e crystallographic axis. (2) The law of the 
index of the extraordinary ray is not altered sensibly by absorp
tion. (3) The absorption of the extraordinary ray is repre
sented by the formula 

k l<_o cos2 0 +!! sin20, 
n3 no3 nc3 

where 1:, n, 0 represent the coefficient of absorption, the index 
of refraction, and the angle between the normal to the plane of 
the wave and the crystallographic axis. A memoir will shortly 
be brought out dealing with these results and their develop
ments.-M. L. L. de Koninck claims priority for the pro
perties of nickel and cobalt sulphides.-Spectrum researches 
on the rotation and movements of the planets, by M. H. 
Des! andres. (See "Our Astronomical Column. " )-Observa
tions on the subject of the preceding communication by M. 
Deslandres, by M. H. Poincare. The theoretical views which 
have been confirmed by the foregoing results.-Determination of 
the position of the pole by photography, by M. C. Flammarion. 
By exposure of a fixed plate, circular traces of the circumpolar 
stars are obtained as shown in the figure given with the paper. 
Hence the position of the pole can be obtained with great 
accuracy.-On a surface of the sixth order which is connected 
with Kummer's surface, by M. G. Humbert.-On functional 
equations, by M. Lean.-On the exact invariants of an or
dinary differential equation of the second order, by M. Tresse. 
-On some theorems of Arithmology, by M. N. Bougaief.
Lowerirg of the freezing point and relative diminution of 
vapour p ressure in dilute solutions, by M. A. Ponsot. The 
author deduces formulre differing somewhat from those given by 
Wiillner and Raoult, and agreeing with those of van t'Hoff and 
Duhem, with the exception that a different meaning is given to 
one of the terms.-On the lowering of the freezing point of very 
dilute solutions, by M. A. Leduc. The author proposes the 
substitution of the measurement of a considerable pressure for 
a small temperature difference. A theoretical demonstration.
On a sensitive pressometer, for the measurement of fluid pres
sures, by M. Paul Charpentier.-The measurement of the inten
sity of light by the chemical action produced ; experiments with 
mixtures of ferric chloride and oxalic acid, by M. Georges 
Lemoine.-On some combinations of lead iodide with other 
metallic or organic iodides, by M. A. Mosnier. A number of 
new double salts have been obtained and their composition 
determined.-On some combinations of nitric oxide with the 
chlorides of iron, by M. V. Thomas. The substances: 
(1) Fe2CI6.NO, (2) 2Fe2Cl6.NO, (3} FeClz-N0.2H20, and 
(4) FeCI2.NO, have been obtained and their compo>ition 
determined by analysis.-Action of formaldehyde on hy
droxylamine hydrochloride and on methylamine hydrochloride, 
by MM. A. Brochet and R. Cambier.-Active amyl ethereal 
salts, by MM. Ph. A. GuJe and L. Chavanne. A paper 
on the product of asymmetry.-New researches on the corre
lative variations of the intensity of thermogenesis and respira
tory changes, by M. Laulanie.-" Autonarcose carbonictJ
acttont mique," or winter sleep of the marmot, by M. 
Raphael Dubois. --On the Rhinatrcma bivittatum, Cuvier, by 
M. Leon Vaillant.-Evolutton of the nervous system and of 
the vibratile organ in the larvre of compound ascidians, by M. 
Ant9ine Przon.-On the role of Amrebocytes in the Annelids, 
by Emile G. Racovitza. Amrebocytes serve not only to deposit 
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the excretory pigment in the epidermi!:, hut when necessary, 
take up and digest for the benefit of the organism all the accu
mulated res,rve substancfs.-Natural and artificial proto
phylline, bv M. C. Timiriazeff.-On s'lme applications of 
Oceanography to Geology, by M. J. Thoulet. 
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